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Join the Revivolutionary Army

 Led by two business dynamos: visionary bestselling author and consultant James Belasco and organizational reinventor, coach, and people developer Jerry Stead, Chairman of Ingram Micro.

In their groundbreaking book, Soaring with the Phoenix, Belasco and Stead challenge readers to soar above the ordinary and extraordinary.  They show readers how to "revivolute" their careers and organizations.  Drawing upon their vast personal experiences, the authors show how to use their program of "revivolution" - renewal through revolution (or rapid evolution that looks like a lot like revolution):
* To fire up employees
* To make learning more than a priority, but still an adventure:
* To see the big picture and go beyond strategy to shape the future;
* To create a culture that celebrates performance and accountability;
* To strengthen relationships with customers and employees - and exceed their expectations.

Throughout the pages of history the Phoenix has been the ultimate symbol of optimism, representing organizations, nations, and individuals that emerge, rise, soar, rebound, return, make amazing comebacks, reappear and spring eternal - all through growing people to meet and overcome difficulties.

Our Challenge is to become the self-renewing Phoenix in our personal and professional lives, revivoluting to meet the ever changing needs of all the good people with whom we are connected.  The authors provide three TOOLS to help you gain LINE OF SIGHT to all those important people with whom you are connected, energize LEARNING for others and yourself, and create a LEGACY that outlives you.

Soaring with the Phoenix sounds three themes - three Phoenix red and gold threads: continual RENEWAL, developing Phoenix LEADERSHIP that simultaneously develops "soft" heart connections and "hard" fact-based, disciplined decision-making, and building the Phoenix PYRAMID that provides the launching pad for future growth.  Also, included are segments on self-evaluation and specifically designed Phoenix workshop sections that show you HOW TO step beyond the boundaries

If you want to revitalize your career or business, the Soaring with the Phoenix is a must read.  The authors' rich personal experience and systematic proved methods will inspire you to unleash the hidden power of your business and your associates - and discover the depths of your of your own potential.  The book challenges you to take yourself an your organizations to a higher level, daring your to soar above the ordinary and become extraordinary.

Read and become actively engaged in the Phoenix, then...  

JOIN THE REVIVOLUTIONARY ARMY

